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Dear Cindy Bladey and NRC
As a concerned citizen that has been following the Radioactive Waste problem for years, I'm against any solution that
does not prioritize onsite storage as the primary interim method of dealing with Radioactive Waste. The locations where
these rods, canisters and cleanup items are presently being housed are already contaminated. Contaminating an as yet,
uncontaminated site makes no sense; especially with the close proximity of the perched and Oglala Aquifers and the
increasing chance for wildfires with the drought-like weather we've been experiencing.
Besides the inappropriateness of the siting, the transportation issue is a nightmare. Train or truck, either way is a
horrible choice. Our aging railways are accident prone and adding radioactive waste to the mix renders all of us much
less safe. One spill near a river or population center would do more damage than anything North Korea or Russia could
do to the United States.
Don't rely on the Nuclear Industry's self-interested assurances of safety be your only guide in this matter. I implore you
to hold public hearings in all the major population centers these Radioactive Waste Disposal convoys/shipments routes
will follow. In addition the citizenry of states where these routes cross major waterways should be offered an
opportunity to speak on this as well.
Schedule hearings, soon.
Thank you for your attention to our public safety.
Brad Massingill
(512) 462-9834
solarconcerts@gmail.com
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